ART. XI – Fast Packet Boats to Kendal
BY ANDREW WHITE, M.A., Ph.D., F.M.A., F.S.A.

I

T HAS often been the fate of really useful inventions to be superseded within a
very short time by even more useful inventions. Thus it was with the fast packet
boats which ran on the Lancaster Canal from Preston and Lancaster between
1833 and 1842 and between Lancaster and Kendal between 1833 and 1846. They
came into existence in that brief period of fast and reliable transport before the
railways swept all before them. Despite their short working life they left universally
positive memories of their comfort and reliability in their former passengers and we
can now see that it was many years before the supposedly superior railways achieved
anything approaching the same standards.1
The Lancaster Canal was conceived in the last quarter of the 18th century, but
the various Acts of Parliament were not acquired until the 1790s and the main line
of the canal was not completed until 1797. Even then the northern end, from north
of Carnforth to Kendal, which contained the greatest technical problems as well as
the best scenery, was not finished until 1819.2 The original design, to link the coal
resources north of Wigan with the limestone reefs around Kendal, was never
completely realised. The Ribble Valley proved too expensive to bridge, so the
southern end of the canal was always divorced from the northern end by a length of
tramway and inclined planes at Preston completed in 1803, necessitating awkward
and costly transhipment of goods.3
The original concept of the canal had not included the carrying of passengers, but
this eventually proved to be the most lucrative of all trades. It originated in canal
packets which carried passengers from 1798 between Lancaster and Preston, and
these proved especially popular during the Preston Gild of 1802.4 At this date the
canal was still incomplete. Following its completion to Kendal a regular service of
packets was put on in 1820 covering the whole distance. These were of a
conventional type, long but wide, heavy and slow, proceeding at the rate of an
ambling horse. They were little more than the water-borne equivalents of stage
wagons. They contained, however, the germ of the idea on which the faster packets
were based, including some basic human comforts such as food and drink served on
the journey. The single journey time between Preston and Kendal was some 14
hours.5 A number of canals continued to run such boats long after the revolution
had occurred upon the Scottish canals in the 1830s, among them the neighbouring
Leeds & Liverpool.6 Indeed, despite the lack of detailed scientific knowledge as to
why the faster boats worked, it was recognised at the time that not all canals were
suitable for them.
Birth of Fast Packets
The real revolution took place in 1830 when William Houston carried out
experiments on the Glasgow, Paisley & Johnstone Canal, using light gig boats drawn
by two horses, to achieve a maximum speed some three or four times greater than
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with conventional vessels, and a high average speed.7 This idea did not spring out of
thin air, because the canal companies were already searching for speedier
alternatives as they came under pressure of competition from the improving roads.
“Dispatch [speed] is everywhere the order of the day in conveying either goods or
passengers”, as the Inspector of Works on the Forth & Clyde Canal put it in 1828.8
The experiment was probably based as much upon observed fact as upon theory.
Within a short time the idea had been translated into long, narrow, canoe-like
boats, built of thin wrought-iron sheets some 1/16 to 1/18 inch (1.6-3.2 mm) in
thickness upon a T-sectioned iron frame, and with a fabric-covered cabin. Some,
probably for reasons of stability, were built as catamarans or twin hulls, but most
adopted the single hull.9 Maximum length was determined by the size of the locks,
those on the Lancaster Canal being somewhere about 72 ft (21.6 m), and the width
between 5 ft 6 ins and 6 ft (1.65-1.8 m).

FIG. 1. Plan and view of packet boat of c.1820, redrawn and simplified from an original drawing in the
Lancashire Record Office.

While the new boats quickly caught on in Scotland it seems not to have been until
1833, nearly three years later, that the English canals followed suit. In that year
there were trials on the Oxford10 and the Paddington Canals,11 which led to an
awakening of interest. One of the earliest adopters among these English canals,
however, was the Lancaster Canal Company, whose Secretary, Samuel Gregson,
together with his son, Bryan Padgett Gregson, was to champion the cause and
incidentally make a great deal of money for his shareholders. He was already in
correspondence with Thomas Grahame of the Forth & Clyde and a letter from the
latter in October 1832 tells us that Houston had already produced designs for the
Lancaster Canal boat.12 In March 1833 this boat was brought down from Glasgow,
where it had been built, as deck cargo on the John Wood, for testing on the Lancaster
Canal.13 The trial produced the anticipated results since the journey of thirty miles
(48 km) between Lancaster and Preston was achieved in three hours and five
minutes. The boat must have been bought in the expectation of success as within a
fortnight it was running to a regular timetable between Preston and Lancaster,
where it met the old packet from Kendal.14 For the first three months the through
journey to Kendal by new packet does not seem to have been attempted, probably
because of the difficulties of getting through the locks at Tewitfield and the tunnel at
Hincaster. A brief article in the Mechanics Magazine quotes reports to the Canal
Company in 1833 on the success of the trial, the improvements to be made in the
lockage at Tewitfield, and the advantages to be gained by using a second boat,
ordered but delayed.15
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Solitons
Before the experiments of William Houston, practical experience must have revealed
a useful tendency in boats upon canals to set up a bow wave. The reasons for this,
and its exact nature, were not understood at the time, but the engineer John Scott
Russell observed the effect in 1834 and wrote a paper in 1844 describing it. His
“solitary wave of translation”, nowadays shortened to “soliton” is now widely
exploited in media as far removed from canals as that of fibre optics.
I was observing the motion of a boat which was rapidly drawn along a narrow channel by a pair of
horses, when the boat suddenly stopped – not so the mass of water in the channel which it had put
in motion; it accumulated round the prow of the vessel in a state of violent agitation, then
suddenly leaving it behind, rolled forward with great velocity, assuming the form of a large solitary
elevation, a rounded, smooth and well-defined heap of water, which continued its course along the
channel apparently without change of form or diminution of speed. I followed it on horseback, and
overtook it still rolling on at a rate of some eight or nine miles an hour, preserving its original figure
some thirty feet long and a foot to a foot and a half in height. Its height gradually diminished, and
after a chase of one or two miles I lost it in the windings of the channel. Such, in the month of
August 1834, was my first chance interview with that singular and beautiful phenomenon which I
have called the Wave of Translation.16

The effect was simply this. If a boat moved at a certain speed in a canal of the right
depth and width it would set up a rather special bow wave which would travel
almost indefinitely if it was nurtured correctly. If the boat was brought up to the
correct speed it could then “ride” this wave, effectively reducing friction losses very
greatly. When pulled by two strong horses it could achieve a running speed of up to
twelve miles per hour for long periods. Of course, the practicalities of passenger
service meant that a boat had to make frequent stops and starts, which required
greater input of energy from its horses, and it was found that the best performers
were good quality coach horses of some fifteen to sixteen hands height (1.5-1.6 m).
Moreover these horses had to be changed every four miles (6.4 km) for best effect,
and they could manage no more than about three such stints in a day.
Those canals which were too wide or too deep did not produce the same effect, or
rather the speed required to ride the wave was too high to be achieved at that time.
Conversely in narrow canals the contrary effect of “blockage” could be too
pronounced for solitons to develop, although the Ardrossan Canal fell into this
category and proved satisfactory. Other practical matters, which determined whether
the effect could be utilised, included the existence of long pounds without locks, a
towpath which lay wholly or mainly on one side of the canal, and a large population
nearby providing sufficient demand. A service of this kind was also provided on
the Carlisle Canal, where it took passengers to Port Carlisle to meet sea-going
vessels.
The Fast Packet Boats in service
The new packets varied in detail, according to the canal they ran upon, but had
much in common. Those that ran on the Lancaster Canal were as follows – the hull
was open at both ends, the captain (steersman) standing in the stern and steering
with a long-handled tiller connected to a long shallow rudder. The cabin was
divided into three sections. At the bow end was First Class, in the middle a small
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cabin for a steward to serve refreshments, and at the stern Second Class or Steerage.
The seating was arranged along the sides in the form of long benches, probably
padded in the front cabin and bare in the aft. At the extreme bow was a short mast
with a ball cap, designed to be seen by the steersman over the top of the cabin to
enable him to position the packet precisely within the waterway. About a third of the
way back was a hook or catch to which the horses’ traces were attached, allowing the
boat to run parallel to the towpath. The light covering of the cabin contained eight
windows on each side, with blinds that could be pulled down, and light also
percolated through the fabric, made of calico proofed with linseed oil.
As passenger-carrying vessels the packets naturally tended to be awarded
precedence on the canals, cargo barges having to veer to the offside and drop their
towlines to allow them to pass. They also benefited from having locks set to their
advantage. There is a common myth that the packets carried a sharp blade at the
bow for cutting the towlines of recalcitrant barges, but at most this might be
symbolic, and seems inherently unlikely. There is no hard evidence and cutting
towlines in practice at speed would be risky and uncertain.
The overall impression, which the companies sought to give, was of a splendid
and aristocratic equipage, with gleaming paintwork, the equivalent of the Royal Mail
coaches. These packets, of course, were initially in competition with road coaches,
but the differences were very marked. While the packets might carry between eighty
and one hundred and twenty passengers at a time, the speed of the road coaches was
only increased by reducing the number of passengers to four or six inside, and by
severely limiting the number of “outsides”. Packets could carry much greater
numbers at much cheaper prices.
In July 1833 the new packet, named Waterwitch, began to run right through to
Kendal.17 A means of passing locks and tunnel must have been worked out, probably
by allocating manpower to “setting” the locks in advance. Journey time for the
whole length was brought down to seven hours southwards and seven hours 45
minutes northwards, the difference perhaps being accounted for by greater rapidity
in emptying than in filling of the locks. In the first six months of operation this boat,
serving alone, had carried 16,000 passengers.18
In less than a year after the first trial voyage the Waterwitch was joined by a
second boat, Swiftsure. She was introduced during the Lancaster Assizes in March
1834 when demand was high among the legal profession, but regular sailings by the
two boats did not begin until April. Thomas Vernon of Liverpool built the iron hull
in December 1833. She was then shipped to Lancaster on the PS John O’Gaunt and
the Lancaster Canal Company finished her off by March 1834.19
The use of two vessels allowed a more extensive timetable, which in due course
was extended further by the addition of two more packets. The fourth boat allowed
repair and maintenance time for the fleet, which must have been much needed,
given such intensive use.
In August 1835 Waterwitch and Swiftsure were joined by Swallow. She is referred
to by Sir George Head in 1835 in these terms.
. . . In the meantime, the proprietors of the Preston and Kendal canal conduct operations with
undiminished energy, having, besides those already described, launched a new iron boat during the
present year . . .20
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FIG. 2. Timetable for the packet boats in April 1820 (Lancaster City Museums).
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Finally in about July 1839 a new boat Crewdson was acquired. She was named in
honour of the Kendal banker, W. D. Crewdson, Chairman of the Lancaster Canal
Company.21 She was later renamed Waterwitch II.
We have a number of descriptions of travel by packet boat. The earliest, by Sir
George Head, dates from 1835.
The “Water Witch” is a sheet-iron boat, a little more than seventy feet long, by five feet four
inches broad, and draws, when light, only six inches of water. The “Swiftsure” is two feet shorter,
four inches narrower, and heavier by about a ton and a half. Notwithstanding the difference in
figure, both boats have a light canoe-like appearance, and are fitted up in a similar manner; a light
awning of stout calico, dressed with linseed oil, effectually protects the passengers from the
weather, though it sheds a yellow, watery light on the people’s countenances . . . The embarkation
at Preston is most commodious. A covered shed, thrown over the canal, encloses on both sides
ample marginal space, so that passengers and their luggage are equally protected from the rabble
and the weather.
My luggage was no sooner on board the Water Witch at Preston, than all being ready, at the shrill
sound of a whistle, the horses started instantly on their way in a canter; of two horses, a boy rode
the hindermost, driving the other in front by rope-reins . . . I never saw horses more defeated than
these, although the stages were usually only four miles. At the end of each they sweated and
panted, as if they had undergone a severe burst with foxhounds; there they stood planted as it
were, reeling and shaking their tails till led away. We were generally on these occasions very soon
out of sight, for on changing the cattle no other ceremony was requisite than merely to unship the
eye of each trace from the hook, and fix the other instead; nay, so quick were our movements, that
frequently, on whisking round a corner, a traveller was seen waiting for a passage, and within the
space of twenty seconds, from the moment the boat stopped till she proceeded on her way, – from
the blast of the horn to the sound of the whistle, the packages and our new companion, the owner,
were all together gliding away on our voyage . . .
After five minutes’ delay at Lancaster, for the purpose of exchanging passengers, we glided rapidly
onwards, over the aqueduct thrown on five circular arches across the river Loyne . . .
The locks, as has before been observed, are all contiguous to each other, and here the dexterity
and dispatch with which they are surmounted, one after another, is very remarkable; the rise is
nine feet each lock. The passengers disembarked during the process, and re-embarked on the
summit of the level, after the Water Witch had completed the whole ascent . . .22

Samuel Leach of Preston recorded his memories many years later of a trip in about
1836.
. . . It would be at about this age, about six or seven, that I came to have the pleasure on a holiday
afternoon of accompanying my father occasionally on a visit to Woodplumpton to see his sister-inlaw . . . We travelled on one of the so-called swift packet boats on the canal leading to Kendal,
drawn by two horses at a decent trot, say 7 or 8 miles an hour, a man on the first horse & on
reaching our destination the horses did not stop but my father leapt off, while I was chucked on to
the bank by the man in charge . . .23

This account by an anonymous visitor to Claughton Hall dates from 1837.
. . . the packet came. As soon as it came near me the Conductor blew his horn and it stopped. The
fare from Claughton to Preston is 1s. 6d. Astern 1s. A boy rides the second horse and drives the
first. He canters on at 9 miles an hour. The boat is long and narrow. The helmsman regulates the
speed. If the boy goes too fast he sounds two or three notes of his horn. If he goes too slow he gives
a whistle. It occasions a great swell and if the horses at some points wait for the swell to come up it
saves half the labour. The canal at times is like a little sea. The sides seem to be much washed. It
was 14 miles from Preston where I started and we got into Preston in a little more than 11/2 hours.
The horses change every 4 miles and it’s apparently a work of some danger passing so quick under
the low arches of the bridges. The lad is obliged to stoop quite low on the horse’s neck . . .24
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Probably the best description is that by John Fox in 1839, and was first quoted by
Rolt in 1950.
Sept. 21st, 1839. . . . Heard of a passage boat (at Preston) by Lancaster Canal to Kendal . . . And
now I made the most delightful journey that ever I made in my life, starting at about half past one in
the afternoon. The day was most beautiful. The boat was 72 feet long and just wide enough for two
persons to sit opposite each other. It will hold about 70. Unladen it draws, I think, 5 inches of
water. The head comes to the sharpest point from which 10 feet downwards, open, covered with
tarpaulin, is the luggage; then 8 feet open for a boatman and about 6 passengers can sit in the open
air. From this point the boat is covered with a hoop-shaped covering, watertight, and divided into
three compartment – the first, fare 6s. – the middle a small sort of steward’s room - the aft cabin
fare 4s. The thing looked like a canoe. It ran into a covered dock. The passengers from the north
disembarked and we entered. I took a seat in the open air at the head . . . The canal along which we
went was beautiful as a stream, winding in and out constantly – the first 8 miles pretty but not
striking - then sometimes a wide prospect, sometimes between green fields, wooded, then under
little groves, and we passed beneath 160 grey stone bridges nor came to a lock till we had gone 40
miles; then there were several together for half a mile and then no more. Lancaster was rather more
than half way, being 30 miles . . . As the sun set the full moon rose opposite above a wood. It was
beautiful, and the manner in which we went along the water was for beauty of motion unequalled.
Our boat rushed along at the rate of 9 miles an hour with a smoothness incredible. From the bow
not the least wave arose but the water, unbroken, swelled gently against the bank. Two horses, one
before the other, towed us in an unceasing canter. They were changed every four miles, not half a
minute being taken to change. We had but two postilions for the whole way – one a boy of 19, to
Lancaster from which he had but just returned so that he rode 60 miles post without stopping. I
never did enjoy a journey as I did this. It was like a journey in a dream or in an Eastern tale – water,
weather, scenery, motion – all was most beautiful. We were at Kendal before 9 o’clock’. 25

A few passing references are also to be found in a memoir of John Dalton of
Manchester by a young relative, Catherine John, when he was staying at Bolton le
Sands in 1840.
1st July. . . . we then came on in the Waterwitch to Bolton le Sands, no incident occurring worth
mentioning but the having a restless horse, which broke over the hedge and ran into the fields, but
one of the passengers disentangled the boat, liking better to swim in the water than on the dry
land. When at Lancaster we learnt that the train in which we should have been, if we had not
stayed in Preston, had been thrown off the rails and detained three hours, which made us rejoice
that we were not in it . . .
10th July. . . . Dr D . . . would walk as the boat passed through the locks, he had never staid in the
boat and would not, though there was great probability there might be a heavy shower . . .26

Railway and Canal
Already by 1839 the signs of future competition were evident. Building of the
Lancaster & Preston Junction Railway, with a new station in Lancaster, was already
in hand.27 The canal and railway were soon to be in direct competition for traffic, at
least between Preston and Lancaster. Neither would it be long before the rest of the
canal was also threatened, this time by the Kendal & Windermere Railway, which
was to branch from the Lancaster & Carlisle Railway at Oxenholme.
The competition, when it finally emerged, was not as overpowering as had been
feared. The new Lancaster & Preston Junction Railway Company was as singularly
inept in its operation as it was in dealing with potential partners in the growing
railway network to the south. A delayed opening, a series of minor disasters such as
the collapse of a bridge at Myerscough and the wrecking of a rake of coaches
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through the showing-off of an engineer’s assistant all tended to paint a picture of the
28
railway company’s incompetence.
The railway’s two main advantages, speed and connection to a wider network,
had not really materialised. Indeed, the nature of early railway construction led to an
uncomfortable ride for the passenger, caused by a combination of short rails, short
wheelbase coaches and the pitching effect of the twin cylinders of the locomotive.
Even until the advent of welded joints in the 20th century it could be said that the
railway was not as smooth as canal travel at its best. However, there was no
gainsaying the great increase in speed available to railways, if it was wisely utilised by
the operators.
The Canal Company played a clever card by halving its fares over the PrestonLancaster section on which competition existed. Furthermore, many passengers for
the north knew that they would have to change on to the canal at some point, so
why not at Preston, where they had a through conveyance to Kendal, rather than
arriving at Lancaster and having to wait several hours for the packet boat onwards.
The Canal Company also started advertising that the packets provided refreshments
in transit, and were heated in winter, two advantages which the railway could not yet
match. The competition took place over the southern, lockless, part of the canal,
which offered most chances for speed and smoothness. Far from demolishing its
opposition, the railway was soon in difficulties and in sharp contrast to the trend in
the rest of the country where railways ruled, was forced to offer itself on a twentyone year lease to the Canal Company in 1842!29
In the interim period the packet boats had done well and were little diminished in
popularity by the (theoretically) faster train. The Canal Company, however, saw no
reason in the new circumstances to provide its own competition, and promptly
withdrew its packets between Preston and Lancaster with effect from 31 August.30
The sale in September of 60 horses no longer required on this leg of the voyage
made the Canal Company between £1,100 and £1,200.31
The boats had gone from this southern end of the canal but were not forgotten.
In 1843 a letter appeared in the Lancaster Guardian, signed by “Not a Well-wisher to
Tub-travelling, but to the Public at Large”. After complaining about the cost and
discomfort of the third-class railway carriages (which had no seats) he goes on to
compare this with the packets:
When the Canal Company ran their swift packets to Preston we were accommodated with
comfortable seats in one end for 1s and the other for 1s 6d; now I wish to know why it is that when
I go to Preston I have to stand all the way and pay 2s 6d? 32

The arrangements between Lancaster and Kendal remained the same, except that
the two surviving packet boats (two had been taken out of service) were now timed
to meet the trains to and from the south. Despite new management the railway
seemed to retain its curse, with a bewildering history of muddle up to and including
the arrival of the Lancaster & Carlisle Railway in 1846, with the trains of several
companies using the Lancaster & Preston metals, culminating in a disastrous
collision at Bay Horse in 1848.33 Meanwhile, in August 1846, the packet boats were
advertised for the last time34 and after 26 September they slipped quietly off the
stage of history as the route to Kendal too was now matched by the southern part of
the Lancaster & Carlisle and by the Kendal & Windermere Railway.35
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Later history of the Packet Boats
It is not known what happened to Waterwitch and Swallow. They ceased to function
in September 1842 and may have been scrapped or sold soon after. Two similarly
named boats appeared from April 1843 upon the Bridgwater Canal, along with
Dolphin and Eagle.36 They carried passengers from Manchester to the Mersey at
Runcorn. The use of the same two names, and the dates, seem too close for
coincidence. It is not known where the latter two came from, or if they were newly
built.

PLATE 1. Waterwitch II (formerly Crewdson) at Lancaster canal wharf after the reduction of the cabin as
an engineer’s inspection vessel, c.1900-1915. In the background can be seen the Packet House at
Aldcliffe, with daylight showing through some of the timber-holes at first floor level. (Lancaster City
Museums).

Swiftsure and Crewdson survived until about 1900, kept in the packet house at
Aldcliffe.37 The former may have been scrapped, or may have been burnt out and
sunk in the silt of the packet house, as old canal employees claimed. No trace was
found, however, in limited excavations prior to the refurbishment of the packet
house in 1993.38 The latter boat was modified by having its cabin cut down, and
strengthened with woodwork, to serve as the Engineer’s inspection boat, renamed
Waterwitch II, and continued in this role until 1914 when it was no longer required.
It was acquired for display by Lancaster Corporation in 1915 and remained upon
the canal bank at Aldcliffe until 1929 when, in poor condition and unloved, it was
broken up.39
In 1915, however, a Belgian refugee, M. Lille, staying with Alderman Briggs the
Mayor, made a wooden model of Waterwitch II at the stage it had arrived in 1915
with the loss of internal fittings and part of its cabin. This model was used in 1987,
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along with photographs and contemporary records, to recreate a full-scale and walkthrough replica of the front half of the packet in GRP, wood and calico, for the
newly extended Maritime Museum at Lancaster.
Manpower needs
Each packet boat had a crew of two consisting of the master, who steered and ran
the boat, and the steward, who served food and drink from a cabin between first and
second class. If the practice was the same as that upon some other canals the master
stayed with the boat all the time. In addition there was a postillion, usually a boy,
who rode the second horse and who changed at regular intervals, though we have
seen an example of one who rode 60 miles (96 km) without a break.
There would also have been the shore staff, who sold tickets and manned the
Packet Office, and the two men who are known to have operated the locks, or those
who worked the packet through the Hincaster Tunnel. Finally there were all those
who managed the horses, bringing them up, preparing them, and rubbing them
down after their stint.
The total is unknown, but must have been considerable.
Physical relics of the Packet Boat era
Neither of the two terminals of the canal survives. The Ashton Basin at Preston and
the Canal Head at Kendal both had extensive wharves and warehouses with facilities
for barges to be loaded and unloaded under cover.40 Preston had a covered shed for
the packet boats, according to Sir George Head. There seems to have been a similar
arrangement at Kendal. There was certainly a long building marked as late as 1912
as “Packet House” to the east of the Canal Head complex and on the western side of
the end spur of the canal itself.41 The very detailed canal plan of 1880, produced by
Frederick Wood of Rugby for the LNWR shows that this building actually overlay
the canal, so presumably covered the packet completely when passengers while
embarking and disembarking.42
Lancaster had a series of buildings along the Aldcliffe basin, with coal wharves on
the non-towpath side. A long building with a canted front and two projecting jetties,
perhaps for first and second class passengers, appears as “Packet Station” on the OS
60 inch map surveyed in 1845, and next to it “Packet Offices”, but no picture
survives. Both these buildings lie on the north bank of the canal, nearest the town,
where no buildings are to be found today. Further to the west, on the other bank, are
marked “Packet Stables” and these today form the core of the “Waterwitch” pub.
Lancaster and Kendal both have changeover bridges, since for a short distance
through Lancaster, and for the last mile in Kendal, the towpath had to be on the
right side heading north, rather than the left, as elsewhere. These bridges were
designed so that horses could cross over from one side to the other without loosing
their traces and hence the impetus of the boat they were pulling. Lancaster has two
such, while Kendal has the one, known as “Change Bridge”, recently and handsomely restored. It was the long lockless pounds and the small amount of towpath
changing which allowed the fast packet service to work so well.
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Stables
The system required changes of horses at four-mile intervals. The geography of the
canal did not always allow an exact distance between stables, for instance because of
the presence of an embankment, but on the whole they seem to have fitted the
pattern. Evidence survives for some of the stables despite the intervening century
and a half of disuse. The least altered of the surviving stables is at Farleton, near
Duke’s Bridge. This limestone building some 14.5 metres by six is now roofless and
semi-ruinous, but protected from total decay by having the walls capped and the
windows and doors blocked against vandalism. It consists of two parts, a stable
block and some living accommodation, the latter on two storeys, facing away from
the canal towpath. The living part is the earlier, on the basis of the quoins at the
corners, against which the other building abuts at a slight angle. The internal details
can no longer be made out. Rather oddly there was a large chimney at the northern
(stable) end. Its purpose is unknown. Several other such buildings survive, but have
been reused as houses etc., thus losing the internal layout. Good examples can be
seen at Hincaster, near the Tunnel (SD 508851), at Farleton (SD531809), at
Carnforth, on the wharf (SD496702), and at Lancaster, on the canal basin
(SD477613). Some six of the fourteen original stables still survive, with fragments of
another three.43
These stables may merely have provided holding accommodation. When the
packet stopped the pair of horses pulling it were taken into the stables and rubbed
down, then kept warm and fed. They might make a return trip later, but could not
cover more than three stages in a day. Other horses that had been standing on the
canal towpath would be attached to the packet and set off at the gallop. Like
coaching services, the packets required a complex arrangement for ensuring the
supply of fresh horses and for caring for those that had done their stint. This has
implications for the manpower needed to manage them. The sale of 60 horses
rendered jobless in 1842 on the Lancaster-Preston stretch suggests that some ten
horses were needed per stables to maintain the service. A degree of overprovision
would be normal, to allow for sick animals. It is probable that many of the horses
were kept on local farms when not required, and several of the stables are linked by
trackways running parallel to the canal, perhaps used for bringing them up for
service.
A waiting hut at Tewitfield Locks
Another canal-related building lies beside a track which runs to the east of the
Lancaster Canal at Tewitfield Locks, covered in overgrowth. It is just within
Yealand Conyers parish, at SD 519742 and is accessed via a bridge between the
fourth and fifth locks, heading in a northward direction.
The structure is of one storey, 5.4 m x 4.46 m overall, and is built of coursed
rubble, except for dressed stone quoins at the corners. The roof is lined with planks,
which argues against an agricultural origin, and covered in very large slates. Half of
the roof has now collapsed. Access is via a double door near the north-east corner,
now carried on hinges from a timber frame, but iron hasps in the stonework suggest
there was once a pair of iron or more substantial timber gates.
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Inside, there is just one room. In the east wall is a fireplace containing the
remains of a range, its lintel being formed by a section of railway rail. The remains
of the chimney seem to be internal, as though the fireplace is an addition.
Immediately to the north of the fireplace is a recess which may have formed a
cupboard or a stand for a lamp. In the middle of the south wall is a window opening.
Around the southern, western and northern walls, except for the doorway itself, are
the remains of a low plank bench fixed into the wall at the back and supported at the
front by occasional legs. Most of the southern range of seating has now collapsed.
It appears to be a waiting-room or shelter. The new doors, the addition of heating
and cooking facilities, the roof insulation and the seating provision all point to this.
It is tempting to see this a waiting-room for the canal packets, but its date cannot at
present be proven. It certainly existed in 1844-5, when the 1st edition 6 inch
Ordnance Survey was surveyed, and this renders such a use possible, but the map
does not indicate what its use was at that date. The packets were using this section
of canal from 1833 until 1846.
Alternatively it may have been a shelter for canal boatmen, or for extra labour to
work the eight locks. As we have seen the timetable required that the locks be set in
advance. In either case it was well-positioned at the centre of the lock complex.44
Aldcliffe Packet House
The date of this building is uncertain. Its footprint, but not the building itself,
appears on the 60 inch OS map surveyed in 1845, but its absence does not
necessarily prove anything, as the surveying may be earlier in some parts than others.
It would make most sense for it to have been built in or after 1839, when there were
sufficient packets to allow a regular maintenance schedule. The stone building is
rectangular with one corner canted out to the east, allowing a long boat to be angled
in from the canal proper. The ground floor held water, and there was no permanent
upper floor. Instead a series of large sockets set opposite each other in the outer
walls allowed beams to be inserted after a boat had been raised, presumably with a
pulley system. This meant that the packets could be floated in and then hoisted
completely out of the water to be worked upon. If necessary two packets could be
housed at once, one above the other, or side by side in the water. This facility would
allow a much more rapid repair of accident damage or wear and tear.
After standing derelict for many years, and being threatened with demolition in
the late 1970s, the Packet House was restored in the 1990s.
Tewitfield Locks
It is evident from the surviving accounts that passengers could walk along the
towpath beside the locks while the packet went through, or could stay aboard. Some
suggestions that two boats were used, one to the foot of the locks and one to the top,
does not fit with the clear indications that from July 1833, with only one packet in
service, the locks were still passed.45 The eight locks, which take the canal up from
the 70 ft to the 146 ft (21 m-44 m) contour, are all spaced out along about half a
mile (1 km), with open pounds between them. This allowed water to be saved
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FIG. 4. Timetable for the fast packet boats in June 1839 (Lancaster City Museums).
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FIG. 5. Timetable for the fast packet boats after they had ceased to run on the southern part of the canal,
in October 1842 (Lancaster Central Library).

compared with step locks such as those seen on the earlier Leeds & Liverpool Canal
at Bingley. It seems that the locks were “set” in advance of a packet boat arriving
with all the locks empty for a north-bound packet and all full for a south-bound one.
It could thus take advantage of the saving in time, though this meant holding any
other vessel until it had passed. This would certainly help to maintain the average
speed of the boats. As we have seen, there is some evidence of men being kept at the
locks to aid the passage of the boats.46 Descriptions of several accidents at the locks
reveal the risks of operating a fast service with a boat which effectively had no
braking system other than men with ropes.47
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Hincaster Tunnel
This tunnel, the only one on the line of the Lancaster Canal, provided a waterway
but no towpath. Horses were detached from boats at the entrance and led over the
hill by a special path which is still well-defined, rejoining the boat at the other end.
Passengers in the packets probably had the same choice here as at the locks, namely
to stay in the boat or to walk the same path as the horses. However, this leaves the
question of how the packets were taken through the tunnel. One idea, frequently
expressed, that the boats were “legged” through, as in the Midlands canals, simply
will not do. There are two good reasons for this. The first is that the packets were far
too flimsy in their upperworks to allow men to lie upon them to “leg” the boat, and
the second is that in any case the roof and walls of the tunnel were too far away to
do this.
The answer seems to be given by the series of large iron rings on stanchions on
what would be the towpath side of the tunnel. These appear to be designed to allow
a continuous rope, with the packet attached, to be pulled through the tunnel, or
more probably for men on the packet to use it to manhandle the boat along. In the
former case a horse gin or something of the kind – even a stationary steam engine on
the canal bank – could have been used, but if so there is no surviving evidence.
APPENDIX.
Details of the Packet Boats
Waterwitch. Built March 1833, probably by John Wood and Co. of Port Glasgow.
Hull shipped to Liverpool on John Wood of Glasgow.
76 ft long overall by 5 ft 10 ins beam (22.8 x 1.75m).
120 passengers.
Total weight unladen 34 cwt (1730 kg).
Disused after canal takeover of Lancaster & Preston Junction Railway in September
1842. Perhaps sold to Bridgwater Canal Co. and used there from 1843 until 1855,
when sold again, to whom unknown.
Swiftsure. Hull built December 1833 by Thomas Vernon and Co. of Liverpool. Hull
shipped to Lancaster on PS John O’Gaunt. Rest completed by Lancaster Canal Co.
March 1834.
74 ft long overall by 5 ft 6 ins beam (22.2 x 1.65 m).
80 passengers.
Total weight unladen 32 cwt (1630 kg).
Disused after opening of Kendal & Windermere Railway in September 1846.
Retained in Packet House at Lancaster until c.1900, then apparently demolished.
Swallow. Built August 1835.
No details available.
Subsequent history same as Waterwitch.
Crewdson. Built July 1839 by Lancaster Canal Co.
72 ft long overall by 6 ft 6 ins beam (21.6 x 1.95 m).
70 passengers.
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History to c.1900 same as Swiftsure but then renamed Waterwitch II, cut down for
use as Engineer’s inspection boat c.1900, and subsequently given to Lancaster
Corporation for display 1915, being finally broken up in 1929.
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